


RANGE

ØBy the end of this part, you will be able to learn

Ø LAWS RELATING TO ELECTRICITY

ØTERMINOLOGIES.

ØALTERNATING CURRENT

ØDIRECT CURRENT & RECTIFICATION

ØOPEN & CLOSED CIRCUIT

ØCAUSES & DANGERS OF ELECTRICITY

ØEARTHING & METHODS OF EARTHING



CONVENTIONAL SOURCE OF 
ENERGY

ØCONVENTIONAL SOURCE OF ENERGY TO 
PRODUCE ELECTRICITY: 

1. COAL 

2. OIL 

3.GAS

4. NUCLEAR ENERGY.

ØA generator converts mechanical energy to 
electrical energy. The functioning of generator 
can be best described by Faraday’s law.



FARADAY’S LAW

ØFARADAY’S LAW states that three points are 
important to produce electricity .They are

ØMAGNETIC FIELD,CONDUCTOR,RELATIVE 
MOTION.

ØThe conductor (i.e. rotor) cuts the magnetic flux 
and voltage is induced in the conductor.



FLEMING’S RIGHT HAND RULE

ØAlso known as the Generator Rule. 
ØPositioning of The thumb, the first and the 

second fingers on the right hand.
First finger   - magnetic field. 
Thumb - direction of the motion of the

conductor. 
Second finger- induced emf in the conductor. 



FLEMINGS LEFT HAND RULE

ØThe left hand is held with the thumb, index 
finger and middle finger mutually at right 
angles.
ØThe First finger represents the direction of the 

Field. 
ØThe Second finger represents the direction of 

the Current 
ØThe Thumb represents the direction of the 

Thrust or resultant Motion.



ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRICITY

ØHotel industry is dependent on electricity for 
heat, light & power. Almost all building control 
systems operate electrically.

ØElectricity is used to light up guest rooms, 
corridors, lobbies, restaurants, conference 
rooms etc.

ØElectricity is also used for air conditioning, hot 
water supply central room heating.



CONDUCTORS & INSULATORS

ØConductors are those substances which offer no 
or very little resistance to heat or current flow

Ø Insulators are those substances which offer high 
resistance to electricity or heat.



MEASUREMENT OF 
ELECTRICITY

ØAMPERES:.

ØVOLT: 

ØSome appliances are rated as ‘VOLTS’ &
‘WATTS.

ØDual ratings. For e.g.  VOLTS 120/240V = 
AMPERES 20/10. 



OHM’S LAW

ØThe law states that 
current in a circuit is 
directly proportional to 
voltage and inversely 
proportional to the 
resistance.



COMMUTATOR

Ø IT IS A ROTARY 
ELECTRICAL 
SWITCH IN 
CERTAIN TYPES OF 
ELECTRIC MOTOR 
OR ELECTRICAL 
GENERATOR.
Ø IT 

PERIODICALLY 
REVERSES THE 
CURRENT 
BETWEEN THE 
ROTOR AND THE 
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT.



ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE

Ø IT IS THE MAXIMUM 
POTENTIAL 
DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN TWO 
ELECTRODES OF A 
GALVANIC CELL OR 
VOLTAIC CELL.



ARMATURE WINDINGS

Ø It is the coiled 
,insulated conductors 
surrounding the 
armature through 
which current is run to 
create a magnetic 
field.



ROTOR

ØThree  elements required to produce electricity:
ØMOTION,MAGNETIC FIELD  AND 

CONDUCTOR.
ØA form of energy is required to rotate a turbine 

which is attached to the shaft of the generator 
rotor .The rotor spins through the stator 
producing electricity.



STATOR

ØA device consisting of the stationary part of a 
motor or generator in which the rotor revolves.

ØThe stator acts as the field magnet.

ØThe stator of these devices may either be a 
permanent magnet or an electromagnet.

ØWhen the stator is an electromagnet the coil 
which energises it is known as the FIELD COIL 
OR FIELD WINDING.



ELECTROMAGNET

Ø It is a type of magnet in which the magnetic field 
is produced by the flow of electric current.

ØThe magnetic field disappears when the current 
ceases.



PRIME MOVER

Ø It is a device that transforms energy from 
thermal or pressure form to mechanical form. 
For e.g.Turbine or an engine



ALTERNATING CURRRENT

ØThe magnitude and direction of current flow 
changes periodically called a cycle.
ØFrequency of alternating current is the number 

of cycles per second.
ØSingle phase alternating current is meant for 

domestic purpose and is meant for small 
appliances and devices.



TYPES OF ALTERNATING 
CURRENT

ØSINGLE PHASE: The simple alternator with its 
single coil in field is a single phase alternator.

ØTWO PHASE : If a second coil is added having 
the same number of turns but with its plane 
perpendicular to that of the first. It can be used t 
supply two single phase circuits or feed two 
phase system.

ØTHREE PHASE: If a third coil is placed & the 
three coils are placed with their planes inclined 
at 120?. Such arrangement can be used to supply 
three phase or to feed a three phase system.



POWER FACTOR

ØPOWER FACTOR refers to the difference in 
time at which volts & amperes reach their peak 
or maximum values. If volts and amperes peak 
at the same time, the power factor is one.
ØWATT: It is the power produced when one 

ampere of current passes through a potential 
difference of one volt.
ØOHM(R) : It is the unit of resistance.



DIRECT CURRENT

ØThe magnitude and direction of the current 
remains the same.



RECTIFIERS

ØA rectifier is an electrical device that converts 
alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC), a 
process known as rectification. 

ØRectifiers may be made of solid state diodes, 
vacuum tube diodes, mercury arc valves, and 
other components. 



HALF WAVE RECTIFICATION

ØEither the positive or 
negative half of the AC 
wave is passed, while 
the other half is 
blocked.



FULL WAVE RECTIFICATION

ØA full-wave rectifier converts the whole of the 
input waveform to one of constant polarity 
(positive or negative) at its output. 
ØFull-wave rectification converts both polarities of 

the input waveform to DC (direct current), and is 
more efficient.



DIODE

ØA diode is a 
semiconductor device 
which allows current 
to flow through it in 
only one direction 

ØA diode can be used 
as a rectifier that 
converts AC to DC.



OPEN CIRCUIT

ØOpen circuit means 
that the switch is off 
and current doesnot 
flow.



CLOSED CIRCUIT

ØA closed circuit is 
when the switch is 
closed & current is 
allowed to flow 
through the circuit.



CAUSES & DANGERS OF 
ELECTRICITY

Ø INDIRECT DANGERS

ØDIRECT DANGERS

ØBURNS

ØCARDIAC EFFECTS



EARTHING

Ø It is basically a conductor which provides a low 
resistance path to the earth to prevent 
hazardous voltages from appearing on 
equipments.

ØMETHODS OF EARTHING

1.Earthing to water main

2.Pipe earthing

3.Plate earthing



EARTHING TO WATER MAIN



PIPE EARTHING



PLATE EARTHING



SERIES & PARALLEL CIRCUIT



REVIEW

ØConventional sources of electricity

Ø Laws related to electricity

ØConductors & insulators

ØRotor, stator, prime mover, commutators, 
electro-magnets

ØA/C & D/C currents & power factor

ØHalf wave & full wave rectification

ØOpen & closed circuit.

• Series & parallel circuit



ASSIGNMENT

ØWhat is the Generator rule?

ØWhat is alternating current?

ØWhat is the meaning of HALF WAVE & FULL 
WAVE RECTIFICATION?

ØWhat is the meaning of OPEN CIRCUIT & 
CLOSED CIRCUIT? 

ØA series of two resistances each of 5 ohms is 
connected in parallel to a series of two 
resistances each of 5 ohms. What is the net 
resistance?



ASSIGNMENT
ØA 60 W,220V & a 100W,220V bulbs are 

connected in series across a 220 volt supply. 
Calculate: a) Current drawn by each lamp. b) 
Resistance of each lamp c) Current drawn by 
the lamps d) Voltage drop across each lamp e) 
Power taken by each lamp.

ØAn electric lamp takes a current of 1.5 ameres 
from 230 volt supply. Find the resistance & the 
wattage of each lamp.

ØAn electric kettle is rated at 1 Kw. At 220volts. 
What is the current drawn by the kettle? What 
must be the resistance of heating element of the 
kettle?



ASSIGNMENT
ØWrite short notes following:

ØCommutators

ØRotor & stator

ØFleming left & right hand rule

ØEarthing & methods of earthing



THANK YOU





RANGE
ØBy the end of this part you will be able to learn:

ØElectrical distribution in a building

ØEquipments used for distributing electricity in a 
building.

Ø Lighting & power requirements

ØAutomatic shut off controls

ØAdditional controls





SWITCH BOARD
Ø It is an enclosure 

consisting of various 
instruments, 
protection devices, 
indicating devices and 
regulating apparatus 
meant for distribution 
of electricity.

ØAlso contains bus bars 
and distributes 
electrical power to 
various circuits.



FUSE

Ø It consists of a metal alloy which is fusible and 
hence can easily melt.
Ø If heavy current passes through it ,enough heat  

is generated to  melt the fuse as a result the 
circuit breaks.
Ø In this way the appliance is protected from the 

damage due to heavy current flow. 



BUSBARS

ØA heavy conductor, 
often made of copper 
in the shape of a bar, 
used to collect, carry 
and distribute 
powerful electric 
currents as those 
produced by 
generators.



CIRCUIT BREAKER

ØThe device has many trip set points.

Ø In case of problems like over current ,short 
circuit, under voltage  the device trips open.

Ø It can be reset again.



AUTOMATIC BUS TRANSFER

ØAlso called as ABT
Ø In case of loss of power from a normal source, it 

immedietly disconnects from the normal source 
and connects to an alternate source.
Ø Load transfer takes place in a very short time.



MANUAL BUS TRANSFER

ØAlso known as MBT.

Ø Load is transferred from one source to other but 
it has to be done manually.



AMMETER

ØAmmeter is an instrument used for measuring 
the electric current in the circuit.
ØAMPERES is the unit for measuring electricity. It 

refers to the flow of electric charges per unit or 
flow rate through a device or appliance.



MOVING COIL GALVANOMETER

ØGalvanometer is an 
electromechanical 
instrument which is 
used for the detection 
of electric currents 
through electric 
circuits. 



VOLTMETER

Ø It is an instrument used for measuring potential 
difference across two terminals in a circuit.
ØVOLT is the potential difference or electrical 

pressure which drives the flow  of electric 
charges/electric current.



RHEOSTAT

ØA rheostat is an 
electrical component that 
has an adjustable 
resistance.

ØUsed in dimmers.



LIGHTING & POWER 
REQUIREMENTS

Ø In order to have energy efficient lighting design 
and technologies, following points should be 
taken into consideration:

1. There should be manual or automatic 
controlled switches through which lights can be 
dimmed or shut off when appropriate.

2. Total loads in a building should not exceed 
the power allowances of the building.

3. There should be energy efficient exterior 
lighting.



AUTOMATIC LIGHTING SHUT 
OFF

ØBy occupancy censors 

ØOn a schedule basis by using time of day 
controls (e.g. time clock or software 

ØOn an unscheduled basis by occupant 
intervention (e.g. crank timers)



AUTOMATIC LIGHTING SHUT 
OFF-OCCUPANCY CENSORS

Ø Infrared technology is 
employed to sense 
occupancy.

ØTurns lights on and 
off depending on the 
occupancy of the 
space being 
controlled. 



TIME CLOCK FOR AUTOMATIC 
LIGHT SHUT OFF

Ø If occupancy is 
predictable, a time-
based strategy can be 
considered.
ØFor e.g. a switching 

system can be 
scheduled to 
automatically shut off 
the lights by floor or in 
an entire building if a 
building’s occupancy 
is predictable 



CRANK TIMERS FOR 
AUTOMATIC LIGHTING SHUT 

OFF
ØA timer circuit 

electrically connected 
between said light 
source and a power 
source 

Ø It automatically turn 
off said light source 
after a predetermined 
time as set by said 
timer circuit 



DIMMERS

ØDimmers are devices 
used to vary the 
brightness of a light. 



ADDITIONAL CONTROLS

Ø Light controls are also required for:

ØDisplay or accent lighting.

ØNon-visual lighting (for plant growth, food 
warming etc.)

ØDemonstration lighting (used during sale of 
lighting equipment or lighting education)

ØTask lighting such as under shelf or under 
cabinet lighting.

Ø Master switch in guest rooms. 



ACCENT/DISPLAY LIGHTING



NON-VISUAL LIGHTING

ØFOR PLANT 
GROWTH AND 
FOOD WARMING 
ETC.



DEMONSTRATION LIGHTING

ØMainly used during 
the sale of lighting 
equipment or lighting 
education



TASK LIGHTING

ØTask lighting includes 
under shelf or under 
cabinet lighting.



MASTER SWITCH/ENERGY 
SAVER

ØMost of the hotels or 
motel guest rooms 
has a master switch 
at the main door.

ØThese switches 
operate the 
permanent wired 
luminaries as well as 
switched receptacles 
in rooms.



EXIT SIGNS
ØCompact fluorescent 

or L.E.D. are used.
Ø L.E.D. (light emitting 

diode) is a semi 
conductor diode that 
emits light when 
conducting current  
and is used in 
electronics, esp.for 
displaying readings 
on digital watches, 
calculators.
ØTRITIUM EXIT SIGN.



LAMP/LUMINAIRE

ØLAMP – It is a source 
of light. Lighted 
candle can be called 
as lamp as it emits 
light.

ØLUMINAIRE- A lamp 
is always inserted in a 
fixture.The combined 
lamp and lighting 
fixture is a luminaire.



LUMEN

ØThe output of lamps is calculated in terms of 
lumen.

Ø It is the quantity of light emitted from the lamp.

Ø It is the amount of light energy that strikes an 
area at a specific distance from a standard 
candle.



FOOT CANDLE/LUX

Ø If one lumen falls on a one square foot area at a 
distance of one foot from a standard candle, it is 
called one foot candle of light intensity.

Ø If one lumen strikes one square meter of surface 
at a distance of one meter from a standard 
candle, it is called one lux.



REVIEW

ØElectrical distribution in a building.

ØFuse, circuit breaker, bus bar, Voltmeter, 
ammeter, rheosat, moving coil 
galvanometer, ABT, MBT.

ØAutomatic lighting shut off

ØAdditional controls

ØFoot candle, lux



ASSIGNMENT
ØExplain the following terms

ØA) Fuse  b) Circuit breaker c) voltmeter d) Power 
e) Rheostat f) Moving coil galvanometer g) Lux 
h) foot candle.

ØExplain with diagram the process of electrical 
distribution in a building.

ØExplain various process of automatic lighting 
shut off controls.





RANGE

ØBy the end of this part, you be able to 
understand:

ØResistance type of lamps

ØTungsten halogen lamps

ØElectric discharge lamps

ØHigh intensity discharge lamps

ØBi-level switching

ØEnergy management system



RESISTANCE TYPE LAMPS

ØEmit energy in the 
form of heat and light.

ØTungsten filament.

Ø It is available in 
various sizes



PEAR,FLAME,GLOBE,
PARABOLIC



REFLECTOR,STRAIGHT,
TUBULAR,STANDARD



FROSTED/COLOURED 
INCANDESCENT BULBS

Ø Incandescent bulb 
may be clear or 
frosted.

ØThey are also 
available in number of 
colours.



BASES OF INCANDESCENT 
BULB

Ø Incandescent bulbs are also available with 
different types of bases.

ØTwo most common bases are MEDIUM,3 
CONTACT MEDIUM.



MEDIUM SKIRTED,MOGUL

ØMedium skirted 
means that the base 
flares out at the top.

ØMogul bulbs have a 
larger base.



BASES OF INCANDESCENT 
BULB

ØOther types of bases 
of incandescent 
bulbs can be :

ØMogul 3 contact

ØMogul pre-focus

ØMiniature candelabra

ØCandelabra bayonet

ØCandelabra pre-focus

Ø Intermediate

ØMedium bi-post

ØMedium side prong



INCANDESCENT BULBS

ØRating of incandescent bulbs
ØEfficiency of bulb
ØEmits warm coloured light such as red, orange & 

yellow.
Ø Life expectancy for standard incandescent bulbs
Ø Life expectancy of reflector type incandescent 

bulb
Øwattage



TUNGSTEN HALOGEN BULB

ØPresence of halogen 
gas reduces the 
evaporation rate of 
the filament

Ø Inner coating reflects 
heat hence heat is 
recycled .This keeps 
the filament hot with 
less electricity.



TUNGSTEN HALOGEN BULB

ØHalogen consist of 
fluorine, chlorine, 
bromine, iodine & 
astatine.

ØHalogens have one 
electron less in their 
outer shell hence they 
react readily with 
most metals to form 
salts.



TUNGSTEN HALOGEN LAMPS

Ø LIFE EXPECTANCY
ØThey are also 

available in reflector & 
non reflector form.

ØEfficiency equals 
most efficient 
incandescent lamp & 
its lumen output 
doesnot decrease  
with its age.

Ø 2000-3000 hours

Ø 90 watts halogen is 
equivalent to 150 
watts conventional par 
incandescent lamp.

Ø It is costlier than 
incandescent lamp.



ELECTRIC DISCHARGE LAMPS

Ø It consists of two 
electrodes i.e. anode 
& cathode.

ØWhen voltage is 
impressed on the 
cathode,  Electrons 
are discharged.



BALLAST IN FLUORESCENT

ØA device that 
maintains the current 
through a fluorescent 
or mercury lamp at 
the desired constant 
value, sometimes 
also providing the 
necessary starting 
voltage and current.



STARTER

ØThe starter (which is 
simply a timed switch) 
allows current to flow 
through the filaments 
at the ends of the 
tube. 



INSTANT FLUORESCENT 
LAMPS

ØAn Instant-Start fixture needs no starter switch. It 
uses a special ballast that supplies enough 
energy to start and maintain the electrical arc 
through the tube.

ØThey  have small diameter which becomes 
easier for electronic discharge process.



RAPID START FLUORESCENT

Ø In rapid start fluorescent lamps, the cathode is 
always kept hot even when the lamp is switched 
off. This is done through a separate ballast 
wiring technique.



FLUORESCENT LAMPS

ØThere are three types 
of fluorescent lamps.

ØWattage ratings

Ø Life Expectancy
ØShapes

Ø SLIM LINE
HIGH OUTPUT
SELF BALLASTED

Ø 4 to 110 watts

Ø 16000 – 24000 hrs.
ØU,CIRCULAR,PL

(compact twin tube) 
and SL (compact 
double folded, bent 
tube)



COMPACT FLUORESCENT 
LAMPS

ØCan be either one 
piece or two piece 
units.

ØThe one piece  unit 
has a  inbuilt ballast 
and if either ballast or 
lamp fails, it is 
discarded.

ØThe two piece unit 
has a separate lamp 
and ballast units



COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMPS

COMPACT FLUORESCENT 
LAMP



HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE 
LAMPS

ØConsists of a glass 
bulb with a tube inside. 

ØThe tube is made of 
internal glass, ceramic 
or quartz.

ØThere are two 
electrodes both of 
which are cathodes.

ØTube is filled with 
noble gas, mercury, 
sodium & metal 
halides.



MERCURY LAMPS



METAL HALIDE LAMPS



SODIUM VAPOUR LAMPS

ØThe arc tube is made 
by having a ceramic 
arc tube. 

ØFor lighting streets 
and highways.

It is of following 
types:

Ø LOW PRESSURE 
SODIUM LAMPS

ØHIGH PRESSURE 
SODIUM LAMPS.



LOW & HIGH PRESSURE 
SODIUM LAMP



BILEVEL SWITCHING

ØUsed in offices. In this, the luminaries in a row 
may be alternately switched or  rows of 
luminaries may be alternately switched.



BI-LEVEL SWITCHING

ØOther way of bi-level switching is switching half 
of lamps in each luminary or two of lamps in 
three lamp luminaries. 



ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
CONTROL SYSTEMS

ØTIME CLOCK SYSTEMS

Ø LOAD CYCLING SYSTEMS

ØELECTRIC DEMAND CONTROLLERS

ØCOMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS



ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS( CONTD.)

COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS:

ØComputer systems can cycle loads,    control 
demand or even control the total energy 
consumption. 

ØComputer systems can also do scheduling of 
maintenance. 

ØThermostat computer chip which is directly 
connected to the device.

ØTelephone lines are used for interface. 



KILOWATT HOUR METER 
READING

ØElectricity is purchased in kilowatt hour.

ØThe metre has a small motor with a large 
circulating disk.

ØThe nos. of revolutions are recorded by a series 
of gears & dials.

ØOne reads the  metre & multiplies with indicated 
factor to get the kilowatt hours.

ØThe difference between two readings i.e. 
beginning & end of month gives the no. of 
kilowatts hours used.

ØNowadays the kilowatt hours are digitized.



ELECTRIC METRES



REVIEW

Ø Incandescent lamps

ØElectric discharge lamps

ØHigh intensity discharge lamps



ASSIGNMENT

• What is bi-level switching? Explain with diagram

• Explain the A/c cycle with diagram

• Write a short note on high intensity discharge 
lamps.

• Explain the following terms:

• a. Electromotive force b) Insulator c) prime 
mover d) Field windings e) Stator f) Armature 
windings g) current h) Resistance ( r) 

i) Commutator.



ASSIGNMENT
ØCalculate the electric bill for the month of 

February 2007 for the following load if the cost of 
electrical energy is Rs. 4.75per unit.

Ø 18W   electric lamp  18 nos.   Used for 8hrs/day

Ø 60W   electric lamp   20 nos.  Used for 7hrs./day

Ø 100W electric lamp  10nos.   Used for 18hrs./day

Ø 750W electric lamp  2nos.     Used for  6 hrs./day

Ø 1.5kW A.C.               6nos.    Used for 8hrs./day

Ø 6kW   electric motor  1 no.    Used for 3 hrs./day

Ø 1 kW  electric mixer   1 no.    Used for 15 
minutes/day



REFERANCES
ØFARADAY’S LAW:

http://www.physics4kids.com/files/elec_faraday.html

ØFLEMING LEFT HAND RULE: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fleming%27s_left_hand_rule_for_motors

ØFLEMING RIGHT HAND RULE 
http://www.diracdelta.co.uk/science/source/f/l/flemings%20right%20hand%20rule/source.html

ØOHM’S LAW: 

http://www.the12volt.com/ohm/ohmslaw.asp

ØRECTIFIER ( HALF & FULL WAVE 
RECTIFICATION
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rectifier



REFERANCES

Ø INCANDESCENT LAMPS: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incandescent_light_bulb 

ØFLUORESCENT LAMPS:    
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluorescent_lamp

ØHIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE LAMPS: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-intensity_discharge_lamp

ØMETAL HALIDE LAMPS: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal-

halide_lamp

ØSODIUM VAPOUR LAMPS:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium-vapor_lamp



REFERENCES

ØAMMETER, VOLTMETER, RHEOSTAT, 
MOVING COIL GALVANOMETER
http://www.buzzle.com/articles/voltmeter-vs-ammeter.html

http://www.citycollegiate.com/galvanometer_XIIb.htm

http://www.tech-faq.com/rheostat.html

ØREFERENCE BOOK: TEXT BOOK OF HOTEL 
MAINTENANCE BY N.C. GOYAL & K.C. 
GOYAL



THANK YOU

https://www.facebook.com/GautamKumar61


